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Abstract: Online Marketing refers to activity of a company which are trying to promote their business by buying or selling of a 
particular product or service through internet. Email marketing is consistently producing a high investment in the marketing 
field. Social Media Marketing is one of the main parts of Online Promotion and marketing. This project focuses on promoting, 
engaging customers, and introducing a platform for an effective marketing system for various companies. This platform 
segregates subscribers for sending promotional templates via electronic mail to desire customers by tracking consumers activity 
on social media platforms. The main motive of this project is to bring promotions rather than manually sending promotion 
templates to a particular customer and posting the same content on multiple media platforms in a single click using this 
platform. By collecting deep insight into the user's content and that would generate quality data resulting in a better customer 
base. The platform regularly provides what trends are going on the market to the companies so that they can also look for 
trending content to stand in the current market [1]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In today’s world everyone is coming online so the services which one has to offer also have to come onboard in the world of the 
internet. The basic services that one offers are shopping, ticket booking, healthcare etc. The flaw in the current market system is that 
it hits every sector of society not the one particular targeted sector. To encounter this flaw the marketers decided to use the biggest 
known platform in today’s world and thus the digital media marketing came into existence. Al-Based Marketing Platform basically, 
it’s a Web App application for online marketing of the 20th century to promote, engage customers for companies. It features many 
services like groups, social media marketing with analytics, tracking user email and providing Website analytics to user. It provides 
efficiency toward marking the business, collecting customers for promoting companies with the help of advanced machine learning 
mechanisms, stunning UI design Web Templates, and so on to provide better customers or users engagement [3]. 

II. FEATURES 
This Web App will be able to promote businesses, engage customers for companies using different services like groups, social 
media marketing with analytics, tracking user email and providing website analytics to user, providing an online store for buying 
and selling of products, several authentication methods, ease of user notification and many more even users can modify this feature 
as per their needs. 

III. THE PLANNING PROCESS 
Our goal was to develop a web app that would be professional and user friendly. So that all the end users of different age group can 
access it easily. Our work started by subdividing our application into several modules and setting up milestones. 

A. Requirement Analysis 
Our main motive is to collect deep insight into the user's content and that would generate quality data that would results in better 
customer base. The platform provides what trends are going on the market to the companies so that they can also look for trending 
content to stand in the current market. 

B. Feasibility Study 
Feasibility study is taken whenever there is a possibility of improving the existing system or creating/designing a new system. 
Feasibility study helps to meet user requirements. 
1) Financial Feasibility: The aim of this product is understandable, and it is quite possible to make this project with all the 

required resources in less budget as compare to the market value of any other product. 
2) Technical Feasibility: The operations and content of the project is really efficient and easy to implement, a technical developer 

or a designer can build it on a good scale and with proper implementation knowledge. 
3) Operational Feasibility: The basic operation of what artificial intelligence is and how it will help in increasing the growth of 

organization by using this marketing platform. 
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C. Software Requirements 
1) Laravel 
2) React 
3) Web sockets 
4) NLTK 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Initially a user has to login through the website, after login he needs to be a part of at least one company/organization. If he does not 
belong to any existing company he may have to create or register his company using the website. The portal will check few 
information regarding organization such as the name or organization to which it belongs to and the particular portal available along 
with this, he/she also needs to select the company domain. After entering the basic details of the company, he needs to select a 
pricing plan and get started with the dashboard. on the dashboard he will be able to see the dashboard which contains following 

A. Contacts 
All the leads, contacts of the customers will be stored in the contacts section user will be able to add contact via the contact form 
and also provided a feature of tag system where we can filter particular user by making use of tags. 

 
Fig. 1.  Contact Dashboard 

B. Groups 
Users will be able to create different groups for different sets of contacts for example educational Institute will be able to create 
groups according to their batches. 

 
Fig. 2.  Group Section 
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C. Email 
Users will be able to send mail to a user or group of user and also a feature of email analytics where user can track his/her mail and 
also can be able to know whether the mail has been viewed by particular receiver. 

 
Fig. 3.  Email 

D. Website 
In this Module user can be able to add particular website by creating tag and domain. Users are also provided an analytics page 
where user can view the number of page hits or count and user can also be able to view visitors of the page and their details. 

 
Fig. 4. Website Analytics 

E. Social Media 
Users First have to link their Social media accounts with Upscale. In this Module user can be able to post one or more than one 
content in his/her social media accounts. Social media Analytics provided to user so that they can be able to view the reactions and 
comments of their post and can accordingly handle their Social media page. 

 
Fig. 5.  Social Media 
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F. Online Store 
In this Module user can be able to buy and sell their respective products. Several options like products, categories, inventory will be 
present under this module. 

V. FLOWCHART 

 
Fig. 6.  Flowchart 

 
After the company/organization registration the user can be able to access multiple modules and can use them as required. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
This AI-based Marketing platforms would help digital marketers, startups, freelancers to have their personalized growth with the 
huge base of customer and help them to generate a high insight in marketing campaign rather than just wasting money without any 
results. This proposed system would help the user to know whether the receiver client has read the mail sent by the user. We would 
use the content of the user for analysis such that they are further been classified into several classes, Stunning promotional mail 
templates for email marketing. After the result is generated, it would help clients to target a specific set of people which would 
increase their rate of marketing base customer over a paid digital marketing campaign. This project not only helps the individual or 
digital marketers to not only grow their business but also help them to create their own marketing platform as per their needs. This 
platform contains the restriction-based settings by using which the user can be able to assign role to each individual in order to 
access the contents. Chatbots for websites & Apps and live customer chat system. It would be helping in a better lead generation, 
increase the number of sales, and develop great business relationships within the marketing community. 
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